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Software-based Keyloggers- Software Keyloggers track 
ysiens, data within the targel operating system, store them on disk or n 

remae \lca them to the attacker who installed the Keyloggers. The main advan Keyloggers comparcd to the hardware Keyloggers is that they can un amount of time while the info is being transmitted 

personally obtain the information like i it's the case with hardware Keyloggrs. Hardware-based Keyloggers 

used for capturing the data in between the Computer and the persONal comp: capable to trap nearly anything instead all kinds of things whatever 

remotely eiminah. 
Hardware Keyloggers 

computer keyboard. Several lately composed keyloggers have the ablity o 2. 
pictures of the computer's desktop and many duplicate every little thing that s 

hardware keylogger has an advantage over a software solution: it is not deF: 
installed on the target computer's operating system and therefore will not ite: 

program running on the target machine or be detected by any software. 

History 

Acoustic keylogger- Acoustic keylogger can be used to monitor the sx. 
SOmeone typing on a computer. Each key on the keyboard makes a subtly dt 

Signature when struck. It is then possible to identify which keystroke sg 
which keyboard character via statistical nmethods such as frequency aldya 

are small el 
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received from the transmitter is sent to the host computer via USB. 
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Although these products were once known as hacker tool, they are now used 

home and office computers. Companies use this software to monitor 

on 

why you may 

theiremployeesactivity to ensure company rules are followed and secrets are not being 
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need an internet history keylogger. The obvious reason 

Keyloggers can help employers maintain productivity, Boost Performance, Eliminate 

Corruption. protect valuable bandwidth and ensure optimum use of networked resources by 

monitoring employee activity online. Employees working hard lead to an increase in the 

overall performance of the company. 

The latest breed of hardware Keyloggers are much harder to detect since they do not 

install any code onto the machine and cannot be spotted by traditional anti-virus or anti 

Spyware tools. They are. therefore, becoming more common as determined criminals realize 

that the returns to be gained from software versions have diminished. Certainly in large 

organizations it isn't practical for the IT security manager to manually check the back of 

every single box and every single keyboard. Secondly, they should consider the type of 

equipment that is used in the organization. 

Even though that both hardware and software Keyloggers are known, sottwar 

implement onto a computer. 

personal use. 

Keyloggers are the ones that are being widely used due to the 
inexpensive anl casier to 
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increase the chances of finding out whom and when the incident occurred. in the en prevent personal use and increase safety and security with other benefits. 
Implementation 

keyboard keylogger 
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Fig. Block diagram of Keylooger system 

The implementation of Keylogger and design are based upon many factors 
of operating system, the lifespan of a Keylogger, where it is infecting and the 

footprint on a machine. There are two predominant types of hardware keyloggers. Thes 

a keyboard adapter type that is installed inline by plugging the adapter into the keyha: 

then plugging the keyboard into the adapter. Installed in this manner, it can easily ine 

the traffic between the keyboard and the workstation. Note that this variety of ke 

comes in both PS/2 and USB flavors. 

The other type of hardware keylogger is the module type that is actually a 

PCB. This device is installed inside the keyboard where it can evade 
detection. Instadl 

takes more time and effort, but it is stealthy and provides the same 
functionaliy b 

external adapter type. With this keyogger, security awareness training is less 
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Software Keyloggers are made to ensure proper installation by web browser exploit 
for example. Security vulnerabilities vary depending on the browser being used and the 
attacker can identify and exploit the weaknesses. An attack can be executed by utilizing 
JavaScript which could be a user side language. 

Conclusion 

The Wireless Keylogger consists of two main building blocks: the transmitter. and the 
receiver. The actual keylogging takes place in the transmitter. which is in fact a PS/2 

hardware keylogger, with a built-in 2.4 GHz wireless module. Captured keystroke data is 

transmitted through the radio-link in real-time, rather than getting stored. The receiver on the 

other hand, is a wireless acquisition unit with a USB interface. All keystroke data received 

from the transmitter is sent to the host computer via USB. From the software side, this data is 
available through a virtual COM port, allowing any terminal client to be used for visualizing 
keystroke data. 

We examined the current state of Keyloggers and how they can spread.Although 

heyloggers have a bad reputation in society, the research done to elaborate this paper shows 

how these devices can be used not alwavs in a malicious way of action such as illegal spying 

and theft of personal information. At a company level. Keyloggers can be used to monitor 

cy suspicious activity that may cause a serious liability to the company's benetit. Workers 

wo are under doubt can be exnlicity be discover or clear their names. This helps the 

Company ensure their interests before any bigger security issue happens, making them save 

larger quantities of money. Another legal way of using a Keylogger is in a closer and more 
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a level, home.Nowadays. there are a lot of people looking for victims online. Child's 

ato, Kidnappers, and so all are awavs seeking innocent children, and Keyloggers can be 

y nelpful in order to minimize those kinds of attacks from occurring. 
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